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Important User Information
Disclaimer
The information in this document is for informational purposes only. Please inform HMS Industrial Networks of any
inaccuracies or omissions found in this document. HMS Industrial Networks disclaims any responsibility or liability
for any errors that may appear in this document.
HMS Industrial Networks reserves the right to modify its products in line with its policy of continuous product
development. The information in this document shall therefore not be construed as a commitment on the part of
HMS Industrial Networks and is subject to change without notice. HMS Industrial Networks makes no commitment
to update or keep current the information in this document.
The data, examples and illustrations found in this document are included for illustrative purposes and are only
intended to help improve understanding of the functionality and handling of the product. In view of the wide range
of possible applications of the product, and because of the many variables and requirements associated with any
particular implementation, HMS Industrial Networks cannot assume responsibility or liability for actual use based on
the data, examples or illustrations included in this document nor for any damages incurred during installation of the
product. Those responsible for the use of the product must acquire sufficient knowledge in order to ensure that the
product is used correctly in their specific application and that the application meets all performance and safety
requirements including any applicable laws, regulations, codes and standards. Further, HMS Industrial Networks will
under no circumstances assume liability or responsibility for any problems that may arise as a result from the use of
undocumented features or functional side effects found outside the documented scope of the product. The effects
caused by any direct or indirect use of such aspects of the product are undefined and may include e.g. compatibility
issues and stability issues.
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Preface

1.1

About This Document
This document describes how to use the M2Web interface, a Talk2M web platform, for browserbased remote access.
For additional related documentation and file downloads, please visit www.ewon.biz/support.
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Changed: General adaptation
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Changed: Document layout
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Added: KPI integration
Changed: Document layout

1.4

2020-01-31

Changed: Remote Access through M2Web, p. 8
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Trademark Information
eWON® is a registered trademark of HMS Industrial Networks SA. All other trademarks
mentioned in this document are the property of their respective holders.
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2

Introduction

2.1

Scope
This document describes how to use the M2Web interface for mobile remote access.
M2Web is a standard web service of Talk2M which provides secure browser-based mobile access
to your remote HMI, web server, PC and panels.
You can access the M2Web platform by browsing to https://m2web.talk2m.com.
As the M2Web remote access, a browser-based access, depends on web protocols, M2Web
supports the following protocols:

2.2

•

HTTP (web pages),

•

VNC,

•

RDP (remote desktop).

Requirements
The following software and environment are mandatory:

M2Web Platform

•

eCatcher: version 4.2 or higher must be installed on your computer.

•

Talk2M account: you need a Talk2M account to configure your Ewon. To create a Talk2M
account, please refer to Getting Started with Talk2M from Related Documents, p. 3.

•

an Ewon: the firmware of your Ewon must be version 6.4s4 or higher. It must also be online
in eCatcher. To add an Ewon to Talk2M, please refer to Getting Started with Talk2M from
Related Documents, p. 3.
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M2Web Access Configuration
Through M2Web, you can access remotely devices (e.g.: HMIs, computers, IP camera) that are
plugged in the LAN of an Ewon. We use eCatcher to configure those devices.
Before proceeding with the following procedure, make sure you are disconnected from any Ewon in
eCatcher.

To access the list of the LAN devices connected to an Ewon in eCatcher, follow the procedure:
•

Select your Ewon from the My Ewons frame.

•

Click on <Properties>.

Fig. 1

•

Fig. 2

Properties of an Ewon

Click on <Configure LAN Devices & Firewall> in the LAN & Firewall section.

LAN devices & firewall configuration

If you have not defined yet your LAN devices in this list, you can add them by clicking the Add
LAN Device button.
As the Devices & Firewall window is open (refer to LAN devices & firewall configuration, p. 5),
follow the procedure:
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•

Select the desired LAN device.

•

Click the <Properties> button.

•

Check the Visible in M2Web box to make the device accessible through M2Web.

Fig. 3

•

Visibility of LAN device

Select <the protocol> that M2Web must use:
HTTP

Hypertext Transfer Protocol
M2Web can use the HTTP if the LAN device features a web server and hosts web
pages (e.g.: IP camera).

HTTPS

Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure
M2Web can use the HTTPS protocol if the LAN device features a secured web server
and hosts web pages (e.g.: IP camera).

VNC

Virtual Network Computing
Open source client/server desktop sharing system which uses the Remote Frame
Buffer (RFB) protocol.
M2Web can use the VNC protocol if the LAN device features a VNC server (e.g.: HMI,
PC).

RDP

Fig. 4

Remote Desktop Protocol
Microsoft® client/server desktop sharing protocol. M2Web can use the RDP protocol
if the LAN device is RDP server. (Ex : PC running Microsoft® Windows XP,7,..)

Protocol selection

We recommend the previous method to set the protocol associated to your LAN devices as it
also allows you to define a specific port (i.e.: on port:).
Alternatively, a second method consists in using the port filtering dropdown near the <Specific
Protocol> field.
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Specific protocol selection

In this case, you cannot modify the port. M2Web uses then the default port of the selected
protocol which resumes to:
•

HTTP: port 80.

•

VNC: port 5900.

•

RDP: port 3389.

You can then click the OK buttons to save the configuration.
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Remote Access through M2Web
To access your devices through M2Web, follow the procedure:
•

Open your web browser.

•

Browse to the following URL: https://m2web.talk2m.com

•

Enter your account name, username and password of your Talk2M account.

Fig. 6

M2Web platform

M2Web displays a list of Ewons that are linked to the Talk2M account and accessible to the user.
M2Web divides the Ewon in two sections: Online and Offline.

Fig. 7

List of Ewons

M2Web displays a list of Ewons even if the devices behind the Ewons have not been configured
to be visible in M2Web.
To connect to a LAN device, follow the procedure:

M2Web Platform

•

Click on the Ewon that is connected to your the LAN device.
This extends the Ewon row and displays the LAN devices that are plugged in the Ewon.

•

Click on the <LAN device> you would like to connect to.
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Connection to a LAN device

Your browser opens a new window / tab and displays the content of your LAN device (e.g.: a
picture coming from the IP camera).
In case you need to come back to the M2Web platform, M2Web displays a menu of commands
to send automatic requests
To open the menu of commands, tap the icon on the top left corner of the screen.

Fig. 9

M2Web Platform

Special actions for mobile devices
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M2Web Interface

5.1

List View
The List view is the one by default when log in to your Talk2M account through M2Web.

Fig. 10

M2Web List view

The columns displayed in the List view are fixed as:
•

Name,

•

Description,

•

Status,

•

LAN Devices,

•

City,

•

Country

If your Ewon Flexy has KPIs, they will automatically show under the Ewon device name. For more
info, refer to KPIs, p. 11.

5.2

Map View
By default, M2Web displays a list of the Ewons that are linked to your Talk2M account.
Another display is possible: the Map view.

Fig. 11

Map View

The map view allows the user to see his Ewons displayed on a map for geolocation purpose.
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If multiple Ewons are too close to one another, the map regroups them into a single dot. By
clicking on the dot, you will zoom in the map and divide the Ewons into a more accurate
geolocation. This step can be repeated until each Ewon is visible.

5.3

KPIs
KPIs — Key Performance Indicators — are those tags that represent important information about
the health, performance or targeted key values of a machine.
If a connected Ewon Flexy is configure to display its KPIs in M2Web, the values of those KPI tags
and their current alarm status will appear below the device name and information in the list view
of M2Web. The KPIs are configured from the tag setup page and visible in the Summary page of
the Flexy family devices.
See KPI configuration from the Related Documents, p. 3 for more information about configuring
KPIs on an Ewon Flexy.
Keep in mind: the number of KPIs is limited to 6 per Ewon.

Fig. 12

KPIs on M2Web

To know how to configure the KPIs on your Ewon Flexy, please refer to the Flexy Family User
Guide from the Related Documents, p. 3.

5.3.1

Alarms
M2Web can also display the alarm status of a KPI.
Depending on the alarm level, M2Web shows the value of the KPI in a different color:

M2Web Platform

•

KPI is blue when its value is in normal state.

•

KPI is orange with a warning icon if its value reaches the low or high alarm status.

•

KPI is red with a warning icon if its value reaches the lowlow or highhigh alarm status.
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KPI in alarm

The alarm status is also displayed on the map view.

Fig. 14

KPI in alarm on map view

If multiple Ewons are regrouped into a single dot, the color of the dot will represent the most
severe alarm.

5.4

Specific to Mobile Devices
Mobile devices don’t have physical keyboard or mouse. Without a keyboard or a mouse, you
cannot write a text or do a right-click.
M2Web provides a set of commands that allows you to perform all required actions using the
touch screen.
To open the menu of commands, tap and hold the area displaying the screen of the remote
device (not the black area around).
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Fig. 15

Triggering the menu of commands

You then have the possibility to:
•

display a keyboard,

•

make a zoom in/out,

•

send a right-click command,

•

perform a CTRL+ALT+DELETE.

The Home button allows you to close the connection and come back to the M2Web platform.
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Menu of commands
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